Highlights of the Program:

• ENVD curriculum educates nimble and adaptable problem solvers that can work across different disciplines on design. AND non-design issues.

• ENVD students engage in real, rather than hypothetical, projects and work with real clients from the first day in the program.

• ENVD students excel in visual communication of research (infographics).

• ENVD curriculum includes exposure to cutting edge design practices in Copenhagen, Denmark and Seattle.

Industry Statements:

“Investing in Environmental Design graduates from the Auburn’s College of Architecture, Design and Construction, has not only brought us highly motivated achievers, but more importantly, individuals who expect to contribute and have an meaningful impact in the workplace and their communities. Our organization places newly hired graduates through an intense training program that requires dedicated, self-disciplined individuals that can think outside the norm and apply their knowledge to technical specification applications. Auburn’s ENVD alumni have excelled in the program and in a short time distinguished themselves as unique and highly desirable talent. There is no doubt we will continue to cultivate our relationship with Auburn and add to the success of ENVD grads leading our program.”

Thomas Lewis, V.P. Architectural Development & BIM Technologies, ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions

Notable Employers:

ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions
Kansas City, MO

WinShape Foundation
Rome, GA

Robins & Morton
Birmingham, AL

Trees Atlanta
Atlanta, GA

Trimm Design Build
Birmingham, AL

Design Environments, Inc.
Marietta, GA